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The BioMed Central Editorial Production Team
BMC Series Journals

Manuscript Number: 1446933558123076
Title: Usual choline and betaine dietary intake and incident coronary heart disease: the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study

Dear Editorial Production Team Members:

We are glad to know that our paper entitled "Usual choline and betaine dietary intake and incident coronary heart disease: the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study" has been accepted for publication in BMC Cardiovascular Disorders. We have incorporated into the final version the formatting changes requested. Specifically, we made sure that all the capital letters used are appropriate (we maintained the upper-case letters for the study name). We eliminated the full-stops in the abbreviated country names. We also deleted the full-stops from the table titles.

We hope that with these changes now incorporated our manuscript is ready for publication. We are proud to publish in BMC Cardiovascular Disorders, a journal actively constructing an international space of high scientific level for scholarly communications.

Sincerely,
Aurelian Bidulescu, MD, PhD, MPH
Assistant Professor